Controlled Vocabs Decision Tree Meeting 2020-07-22

Connection Info:
4-5pm Eastern  
Zoom: https://iu.zoom.us/j/207369760

Notetaker: Julie Hardesty

Attendees: Erik, Gretchen, Dawn

Agenda/Notes:

- **Controlled Vocabulary (CV) Decision Tree**
  - Check for consistency between "CV" and "controlled vocabulary" in text
  - Ready for community review (SMIG)?
    - Not ready quite yet but will send to SMIG when ready (August)
- **Making spreadsheet of CV options into Github repo**
  - Focus on CVs from marginalized communities?
  - Maybe decision tree doc goes there as well as md files?
  - Tabs in spreadsheet could be folders
  - Add List of Vocabularies section of first tab to Further Reading list
  - could include example files for different types of Term Lists (like Resource Type from Hyrax)
  - Dawn starting Github repo to try things out for organizing info
    - Send Github account names to Dawn for access